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Extracellular matrices (ECMs) are dynamic 3D macromolecular networks

that exhibit structural characteristics and composition specific to different

tissues, serving various biomechanical and regulatory functions. The inter-

actions between ECM macromolecules such as collagen, elastin, glycosami-

noglycans (GAGs), proteoglycans (PGs), fibronectin, and laminin, along

with matrix effectors and water, contribute to the unique cellular and tis-

sue functional properties during organ development, tissue homoeostasis,

remodeling, disease development, and progression. Cells adapt to environ-

mental changes by adjusting the composition and array of ECM compo-

nents. ECMs, forming the 3D bioscaffolds of our body, provide

mechanical support for tissues and organs and respond to the environmen-

tal variables influencing growth and final adult body shape in mammals.

Different cell types display distinct adaptations to the respective ECM

environments. ECMs regulate biological processes by controlling the diffu-

sion of infections and inflammations, sensing and adapting to external

stimuli and gravity from the surrounding habitat, and, in the context of

cancer, interplaying with and regulating cancer cell invasion and drug

resistance. Alterations in the ECM composition in pathological conditions

drive adaptive responses of cells and could therefore result in abnormal

cell behavior and tissue dysfunction. Understanding the biomechanical

functionality, adaptation, and roles of distinct ECMs is essential for

research on various pathologies, including cancer progression and multi-

drug resistance, which is of crucial importance for developing targeted

therapies. In this Viewpoint article, we critically present and discuss spe-

cific biomechanical functions of ECMs and regulatory adaptation mecha-

nisms in both health and disease, with a particular focus on cancer

progression.
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Introduction

Cells adapt to changes in environmental stress to avoid

harsh conditions and maintain key functions for their

survival and tissue homeostasis. In biology, adaptation

includes behavioral, metabolic, morphological, and

physiological changes that keep or improve fitness under

variable environmental conditions [1]. In cell biology,

tissue adaptation consists of changes in cell behavior

and phenotype, which, in physiological or pathological

conditions, often respond by adjusting the composition

and assembly of extracellular matrix (ECM) compo-

nents. ECMs consist of molecular patterns of insoluble

proteins, such as collagen and elastin, forming a fibrillar

meshwork, the hydrophilic GAGs and PGs, as well as

glycoproteins like fibronectin and laminin. Due to its

dynamic nature, ECM in various connective tissues dis-

plays distinct architectures that regulate the unique tis-

sue functional roles. In the skin, ECM acts as a scaffold

for epithelial cells and interacts with the environment

via epithelia by sensing physical external changes. In

bones, ECM adapts to gravity changes, whereas in ten-

dons, collagen fibers transmit forces and coordinate

joint movement in ligaments. In joint cartilage, inter-

articular discs, and menisci ECM favors joint movement

and partially dampens weight load. In arterial vessels,

the elastic component of ECM smooths out blood pul-

sation pressure and favors blood flow. In the cornea,

ECM contributes most of the eye’s refractive powder,

and in the pleural serous, it allows lung expansion for

breathing.

The molecular and supramolecular array of ECM

components forms a 3D dynamic network that inter-

acting with water, regulates connective tissue hydra-

tion. ECMs also drive anatomical aspect, body shape

and size among and within each mammal species. In

solid tumors, ECM first opposes but then favors can-

cer cell invasion, metastasis, and multidrug resistance

[2] (Table 1). Therefore, ECMs contribute to vital bio-

mechanical functions, regulate mammalian health, and

adapt to new functional requests by interplaying

with their cellular components in different diseases or

cancers. In this article, we discuss on the ECM as an

elastic bioscaffold that continuously adapts to environ-

mental stresses and plays biomechanical roles in regu-

lating inflammatory infiltration, cancer cell invasion,

and response to chemotherapy.

The ECM bioscaffold continuously
adapts to external environmental
signals

Extracellular matrices, as dynamic and adaptive 3D

scaffolds, display regulatory roles in tissue morphogen-

esis and define the biochemical and biomechanical

properties of all tissues and organs [3,4]. ECM provides

physical cues to cells through its mechanical properties,

including stiffness and elasticity. Cells respond to these

mechanical stimuli, leading to changes in gene expres-

sion, cytoskeletal rearrangement, and cellular adapta-

tion (Fig. 1). The basement membrane (BM) supports

all epithelia and regulates their development, as well as

bones, which form a mechanical scaffold that affects

our body development and models our surface anat-

omy. Dynamic cell-ECM interactions play a pivotal

role in various cellular processes, such as cell adhesion,

migration, proliferation, differentiation, and tissue

remodeling. ECM communicates with cells through a

complex interplay of biochemical and mechanical sig-

nals, guiding essential processes like cell-matrix adhe-

sion, force transmission, mechanosensing mechanisms,

molecular signaling, matrix remodeling, and bidirec-

tional cell-matrix communication. Mechanotransduc-

tion mechanisms, under the influence of matrix

regulators, facilitate cells-matrix interactions. Addition-

ally, cell membranes actively undergo conformational

changes, achieved through pulling or pushing actions,

often involving actin polymerization and microtubule

formation (Fig. 1).

Table 1. The common and specific biomechanical functions of extracellular matrices in various connective tissues [2,36,72].

Connective tissue Function

Skin and organs Physical scaffold for epithelia and other tissues; interacting with the external

environment by sensing physical changes; allowing accumulation of adipose tissue

Bone Sensing the gravity force

Tendon Transmitting forces for muscle contraction

Ligaments Guiding and limiting joint movements

Hyaline cartilage Favoring joint movement; shock absorber; opposing gravity force

Arterial vessels Smoothing blood pulsation pressure and favoring blood flow

Cornea Providing most of the eye’s refractive powder

Tumor microenvironment Opposing cancer cell invasion, metastasis, and drug resistance
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Aging is accompanied by changes in ECM composi-

tion. A decrease in collagen and elastin, as well as in

GAGs, may affect body aspect over time. Skin dehy-

dration, thinning of joint cartilages and intervertebral

discs evoke pain and limited mobility, height reduc-

tion, and decreased elasticity in tendons, ligaments,

and skin, which becomes stiffer [5]. Despite this, ECM

can be improved through physical activity and medical

procedures. Exercise balances the body proportions by

modifying muscle mass and ECM, affects bone shape

and size during growth in young people, and preserves

or improves function of tendons and ligaments [6].

Medical procedures like dermal liposuction and hya-

luronan (HA) injections in the dermis modify the con-

nective tissues and improve skin appearance [7].

Collagen membranes are used for guided bone and

soft tissue regeneration in periodontology and oral

implantology, to repair joint capsules in orthopedic

surgery, and in experimental 3D cultures [8]. Collagen

grafts favor wound healing or restore skin in burning

injuries, whereas implant insertion affects the gum

ECM and peri-implant bone. A loss or change of

synovial fluid in joints often occurring with aging or in

autoimmune diseases causes pain and limit motion.

Exercise and injections of HA into joint cavities reduce

pain and improve recovering of joint movements [9].

ECM in physiological tissue
biomechanics and adaptation

The ECM meshwork includes insoluble and hydropho-

bic collagen fibrils bound together with hydrophilic

GAGs and PGs to form a hydrated dynamic bioscaf-

fold, which mechanically allows all connective tissues

to resist or transfer both pressure or tension and unidi-

rectional or multidirectional forces. The presence of

water contributes to the formation of elastic strings,

which favor sliding among stretched fibrils or oppose

pressure in cartilage [10]. Understanding the dynamic

biosensing and adaptation properties of ECM has sig-

nificant implications in biomedical research. The high

molecular weight HA is the most distributed GAG in

many ECMs and is particularly present in skin, whose

hydration is related to HA content. A single HA mole-

cule accommodates up to 500 water molecules, so that

HA mechanically provides lubrication and pressure

absorption in synovial joints [11]. ECMs sense changes

in physical status in the external environment and

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of ECM biomechanical functionality and its role in cellular adaptation. The dynamic cell–matrix interactions

are crucial for various cellular processes, including cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, differentiation, and tissue remodeling. The complex

interplay of biochemical and mechanical signals that cells receive from the ECM guides crucial dynamic interactions, including cell-matrix

adhesion, force transmission, mechanosensing mechanisms, molecular signaling, matrix remodeling, and bidirectional cell-matrix interplay.

Cells interact with ECM through mechanotransduction mechanisms guided by matrix regulators, such as integrins, RTKs, GPCRs, stretch-

activated ion channels, and the subsequent signaling molecules (i.e., FAK, Src). Cell membranes actively change conformation by pulling (1)

or pushing (2), often via actin polymerization and microtubule formation. ECM, extracellular matrix; FA, focal adhesion; FAK, focal adhesion

kinase; GPCRs, G-protein-coupled receptors; RTKs, receptor tyrosine kinases. Created with BioRender.com.
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respond by activating chemical signaling cascades to

activate a functional adaptation [12], and the first

mechanical epithelial cell-ECM crosstalk occurs at the

dermo-epidermal junction.

Moreover, connective fasciae and serous membranes

adapt to environmental requests. In deep fascia, HA is

concentrated in an intermediate loose connective tissue

ensuring lubrication and gliding between two fibrous

fascial layers. Movement promotes HA turnover,

whereas immobilization favors accumulation [13]. Meso-

thelial cells secrete HA which play chemo-mechanical

roles favoring lubrication and water homeostasis in pleu-

ral, pericardial, and peritoneal fluids, therefore contribut-

ing to vital physiological functions [14,15].

Extracellular matrices providing different anchorage

sites for cell adhesion and migration, represent a phys-

ical barrier that regulates cell movement by separating

or connecting different tissues through changes in

hydration. ECMs physically support the anatomical

development of nerves and blood or lymphatic vessels,

providing gaseous and metabolic nutrition to other tis-

sues. Plasma, the blood ECM, transports cells, playing

a strategic role in wound healing and immune

defenses. ECM macromolecular networks also oppose

and regulate the diffusion of viruses or bacteria in

inflammatory infections. This alters their uptake by

living cells, while regulating hydration and the physical

array of ECM. Modulations in water content signifi-

cantly influence the elasticity of connective tissues [16].

These tissues encompass a composite structure consist-

ing of collagen fibers and proteoglycans, with an inter-

stitial fluid phase of incompressible water.

Collagen, the most abundant protein in mammals,

accounts for up to 30% of total human protein mass.

The collagen superfamily includes 28 members that con-

tain at least one triple-helical domain and provide 3D

structures for mechanical support of tissues and organs.

Collagens can be divided into two subgroups: fibril-

forming and nonfibril-forming collagens [17,18] The

mechanical properties of single collagen fibrils allow

walking, running, and body motions against gravity. In

bones, they represent more than 90% of the organic

component and form an active scaffold for bone miner-

alization. Collagen resistance to tensional loads is evi-

dent but it differs in tendons and ligaments. In tendons,

they transmit muscle contraction forces, whereas in liga-

ments, they passively guide and limit joint movements.

A repeated, differentiated, and hierarchical handedness

from basic tropocollagen chains to fibers increases the

mechanical resistance of fibrils to elongation [19,20].

The biomechanical roles of fibrils change with differ-

ent collagen types, which have different distributions

in various tissues. Type I and III collagens differently

play the major role in mechanics of human tissues

[21], as collagen I accounts for almost 70% of total

collagen, whereas type III represents the 5–20% [22].

In mammalian evolution, this might represent an

adaptation to improve motion; hence, type I collagen

fibrils are thicker (150–300 nm) and stiffer vs.

collagen III fibrils, which exhibit a smaller diameter

(25–100 nm) and higher flexibility [21,23]. The large,

straight type I collagen fibrils predominate in highly

tensile structures like tendon, ligament, bone, and skin,

and are unidirectionally stretched along their axis. The

more flexible and pliable type III collagen fibrils sub-

jected to multidirectional loads are a major structural

component in hollow organs, connective fasciae, and

sheaths [24,25] (Fig. 2A,B). Bending stiffness and flexi-

bility of fibrils are related to the supramolecular array

of microfibrils forming the single fibril: large and stiff

type I collagen fibrils show an almost parallel microfi-

bril arrangement (5° angle), whereas thinner and more

pliable collagen III fibrils display a helical microfibril

array (angle of 17°) [26]. This was confirmed by experi-

mental fibrillogenesis; incorporation of collagen III

caused the formation of thinner, more flexible fibrils

with shorter D-banding [21]. Rigid collagen I

fibrils can bend only in limited regions, “fibrillar

crimps,” forming fiber crimps that act like elastic bio-

logical hinges in tendons and ligaments (Fig. 2C,D)

[20,27]. In few examples, collagen fibrils or fibers resist

pressure if laterally compressed. Parallel fibrils inside

bone osteon lamellae are laterally loaded under gravity

in compact bone, and in intervertebral discs, fibrils of

the annulus fibrosus ensure a mechano-biological bar-

rier limiting extrusion of the nucleus pulposus.

Elastin, another fibrous component of the ECM,

forms the elastic fibers including an elastin core sur-

rounded by fibrillin-rich microfibrils [28]. Elastic fibers

allow recoil of stretched or deformed ECM in skin,

lung, or arteries [29]. Extension of the elastic fibers is

very high; they are stretched more than twice their

length before rupture occurs [30]. In arteries, stretched

elastin stores energy to smooth out blood flow pulsa-

tion and favor blood perfusion [10]. Also, the glyco-

protein fibronectin may form fibrils acting as an

extracellular mechano-regulator by mediating cell

adhesion and migration in the ECM and functioning

as “biological glue” [31].

Basement membrane containing laminin, type IV

collagen, nidogens, PGs, and growth factors physically

separates epithelia, endothelia, fat, nerve, and muscle

cells from their underlying connective tissues but also

connects these cells via integrins to fibrils of ECM.

Type V fibrils as well as type VII collagen anchoring

fibrils seem to play a crucial role in connecting
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subepithelial ECM components to the lamina densa of

BM [22,32]. BM connected to fibrils of the reticular

dermis via integrins can be deformed by repeated

mechanical stresses during body movement, touch, and

tissue growth.

A temporal mechanical adaptation of ECM (Fig. 2)

occurs in wound healing, where collagen plays a criti-

cal mechanical role, as demonstrated by a variable

ratio of type I and III collagen and the newly formed

collagen fibers arranging parallel to the BM in the scar

[33]. When tendons and ligaments are subjected to

abnormal compression, they adapt to new mechanical

stimuli by developing shock-absorbing fibrocartilage

[34]. Similarly, in a bone fracture, the repairing tissue

adapts to sequentially develop different ECMs (i.e.,

hematoma, soft callus of fibrocartilage, hard callus of

trabecular bone), which ensure the most rapid union

of bone ends and fast recovery [35].

Biomechanical roles of ECM in
regulating cancer cell phenotype,
inflammatory infiltration, and
response to chemotherapy

All epithelia are separated from the underlying stroma

by the BM, but a continuous dynamic interplay

between epithelial cells and different stromal cells

occurs (Fig. 1) [36]. Cell-matrix adhesion complexes,

including the focal adhesion (FA) complex, mediated

by matrix kinases and cytoskeletal proteins such as

integrins, p130Cas, zyxin, talin, vinculin, Src, and focal

adhesion kinase (FAK), allow epithelial cells to con-

vert mechanical stimuli from the environment into

electrical or chemical signals that stimulate various

aspects of biochemical responses [37]. For instance,

integrin-mediated adhesions initiate force transmission

across plasma membranes by exerting mechanical cues

on cells, while talin and vinculin facilitate mechanical

forces by linking integrins to the actin cytoskeleton

[38,39]. As a result of force transmission, integrin con-

formational changes occur, resulting in activation of

FA signaling, which plays a key role in transducing

mechanical signals. FA complexes such as FAK, paxil-

lin, or vinculin, undergo further alterations and recruit

more signaling molecules. FAK activation triggers a

cascade of phosphorylation events that activate down-

stream effectors implicated in several cell functions like

adhesion, migration, and gene expression [40]. Except

for these “primary” mechanosensors, emerging evi-

dence suggests the involvement of alternative ones,

such as G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), cell sur-

face glycocalyx components, and ion channels, in

Fig. 2. SEM of a rabbit Achilles tendon with surrounding sheaths, which correspond to dense connective tissues whose ECM is rich in

collagen fibers. (A) In the rabbit Achilles tendon, the densely packed, parallel, and straight collagen fibers include large fibrils of type I

collagen. (B) Sheath of a rabbit Achilles tendon: wavy collagen fibers are composed of thin and flexible type III collagen fibrils. Among the

fibers, wide spaces appear like empty spaces, but they contained water linked to GAGs and PGs before dehydration during the sample

preparation for SEM (White bar = 10 lm). (C) In tendon, the large and stiff type I collagen fibrils assembling in a fiber develop fibrillar

crimps when they change their course (White bar = 1 lm). (D) In tendon sheath, the thin and very flexible type III collagen fibrils

assembling in a wavy fiber do not show fibrillar crimps when they bend (White bar = 1 lm). ECM, extracellular matrix; GAGs,

glycosaminoglycans; PGs, proteoglycans; SEM, scanning electron microscopy.
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detecting and transducing mechanical signals [41].

Thus, multiple mechanosensing mechanisms could

coexist, acting in parallel or interplaying with each

other to coordinate cellular responses.

Moreover, changes in composition and array of

ECM activate mechanosensing and mechanotransduc-

tion, which trigger signaling pathways affecting cancer

development [42]. Simultaneously, a direct connection

between collagen fibrils and the lamina densa of BM

through type V collagen, supports a mechanical cross-

talk between ECM and epithelial cells [22]. Different

chemical and structural arrays of ECM in the tumor

microenvironment (TME) can affect the growth and

fate of the tumor by opposing but also driving individ-

ual or collective cancer cell invasion [43].

Solid tumors become invasive when cancer cells

breach the BM and invade the subepithelial meshwork

of collagen, GAGs, and PGs, which represents the first

ECM barrier. Once cancer cells have invaded the sube-

pithelial ECM, they can easily penetrate a second ECM

barrier, including the endothelial BM and plasma or

lymph, in which cancer cells flow to colonize distant

organs. When epithelial cancer cells cross BM and

encounter a reticular collagen network, they find a new,

unknown, physical microenvironment which induces the

development of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition

(EMT) markers and an elongated-mesenchymal pheno-

type which suggest increased aggressiveness (Fig. 3).

Peri-tumoral ECMs activate and regulate cascades

of chemical signals but also mechanically control

tumor progression and invasion by promoting biome-

chanical resistance, which affects cancer cell pheno-

types and behavior. A denser and stiffer peri-tumoral

ECM induces cancer cells to assume migrating pheno-

types, offers rigid sites of focal adhesions for cells,

favors growth of cytoplasmic protrusions, and has the

capability to develop high-traction forces [36,44,45].

Cancer cells penetrate connective tissues by collective

or individual invasion. In collective or multicellular

invasion, grouped cells follow a leader cell (Fig. 4A).

Cells invading ECM can display mainly two different

migration and invasion modes: mesenchymal-like and

amoeboid-like movement. A third alternative migration

mechanism via water permeation of cancer cells has also

Fig. 3. Collagen, the major component of ECM, affects colorectal cancer cell phenotype. (A) SEM picture of LoVo colorectal cancer cells

cultivated on a Millipore filter covered by Matrigel mimicking the BM. Almost all the cells show a globular shape (White bar = 10 lm). (B)

SEM image of LoVo cancer cells growing on a Millipore filter covered by a reticular collagen fibril network. Many cells develop a

morphological epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition phenotype characterized by elongated mesenchymal shapes. Filopodia and lamellipodia of

the elongated shaped cells strongly adhere to the collagen fibril layer (White bar = 10 lm). (C) Different matrix substrates affect cell shape,

as alterations in the ECM composition can occur, such as excessive deposition of ECM-degrading enzymes, enabling invasion and metasta-

sis. The ability of cancer cells to sense and respond to changes in the ECM microenvironment as a result of cell adaptation involves dynamic

cell-matrix interactions that guide abnormal cell behavior and phenotype, leading to tissue dysfunction. Created with BioRender.com. BM,

basement membrane; ECM, extracellular matrix; SEM, scanning electron microscopy.
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been proposed [46]. Mechanical properties like micropo-

rosity, density, or stiffness of collagen meshworks repre-

sent a physical constraint to nucleus deformability so

that ECM can regulate cancer cell invasion mode [47].

The mesenchymal-like invasion is associated to elon-

gated phenotypes which displays a slower speed because

cells need high adherence to ECM and local matrix

metalloproteinases (MMPs) released by filopodia or

invadopodia to create microtracks in the TME [48]. Dif-

ferently, the ameboid movement is a relative protease

independent and fast movement which requires lower

adhesion to the TME and is adopted by rounded and

globular cells that find wide spaces in the ECM

(Fig. 4B). The mesenchymal-like migration, associated

with most aggressive phenotypes and metastasis

requires an EMT, which, following the mesenchymal

motility, is characterized by a loss of cell–cell adhesions
(E-cadherin decrease) and apico-basal polarization.

Despite this classification, an EMT is not always associ-

ated with clinical metastasis because a hybrid state with

both epithelial and mesenchymal markers or matrix

effectors has been recently discovered in metastatic can-

cers, and most tumors develop metastasis by clustering

cancer cells showing normal E-cadherin expression with

cell–cell junctions [43]. A confining microenvironment

also induces an alternative migration mechanism via

water permeation, which consists of an inflow of water

and ions at the cell’s leading edge and a corresponding

outflow of water and ions at the trailing edge. Interest-

ingly, the reverse migration direction occurs when hypo-

tonically shocked at the leading edges or hypertonically

shocked at the trailing edges [46].

Fig. 4. SEM pictures of 3D breast cancer

cell cultures showing different modalities of

cell invasion. (A) In a cross section of a

Millipore filter, grouped invasive globular

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells showing

tight cell–cell contacts are driven by their

leader cell, which is passing through a filter

pore (arrows) whose diameter (8 lm)

allows the nucleus to squeeze and

completely cross the filter (White

Bar = 10 lm). (B) An elongated

mesenchymal MCF-7 breast cancer cell

(long arrow) and an ameboid migrating

globular one (short arrow) are individually

migrating through a pore of a Millipore filter

(White bar = 10 lm). (C) MDA-MB-231

breast cancer cells cultivated on a CM

composed of parallel and densely packed

type I collagen fibrils. Breast cancer cells

developing both elongated-mesenchymal

and globular phenotypes are not able to

penetrate the compact collagen membrane

barrier (White bar = 10 lm). (D) At higher

magnification, the breast cancer cells are

not able to invade the densely packed,

large, and stiff type I collagen fibrils. Fibrillar

crimps are recognizable (arrows) in regions

where fibrils bend. (E) MDA-MB-231 breast

cancer cells develop long filopodia and shed

both microvesicles (long arrow) and

exosomes (short arrow) which find free

small spaces and penetrate the thickness of

the dense CM (White bar = 10 lm). 3D,

three-dimensional; CM, collagen membrane;

SEM, scanning electron microscopy.
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Extracellular matrices regulate solid tumor develop-

ment by first opposing but then favoring cancer cells

phenotype and invasive behavior. A tumor-associated

collagen signature classification (TACS) of tumor

matrix has been proposed. At first, around breast can-

cer masses a deposition of type I collagen fibrils, or

desmoplasia, occurs (TACS-I) to mechanically oppose

cancer invasion. Subsequently, the same fibrils bundle

to form fibers that run parallel to the tumor surface

and oppose cancer cell invasion and metastasis

(TACS-II) (Fig. 4C,D). Cancer cell invasion of TME

occurs when the peri-tumoral fibers follow a radial

alignment, creating spaces for cancer cells invasion

(TACS-III) [8,49]. However, the local mechanical

properties of single fibrils and their array seem to pri-

marily regulate cancer cell behavior: an increase of

fibril diameter and lysyl oxidase-mediated crosslinking

have been described as being related to advanced

tumor stages [50]. The stiff type I collagen fibrils,

forming straight and radially oriented fibers, favor the

adhesion of cancer cells and create highways for inva-

sion. ECM plays double opposite mechanical roles in

tumor progression: a different orientation of stiff colla-

gen fibrils or fibers prevent or favor cancer cell inva-

sion [51].

Although TACS-II collagen fibers represent an effi-

cient barrier for cell penetration, plasma membrane-

derived particles like microvesicles and exosomes

secreted by cancer cells can penetrate very small pores

of TME, and transmitting biological information acti-

vates cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) (Fig. 4E).

Activated CAFs and tumor-associated macrophages

can change the ECM microenvironment by secreting

MMPs to degrade ECM and deposit radially aligned

fibers, which form a stiff and confining TME and

enhance cancer cell invasion [52–55]. Tightly packed,

circular collagen fibers (TACS-II) may also oppose the

penetration of immune cells into the tumor, as leuko-

cytes must break down the BM and ECM meshwork

by releasing MMPs and heparanase to reach the tumor

mass [36,56]. TACS-II type I collagen fibers seem to

also contribute to cancer chemoresistance by limiting

drug penetration. Differently, the more flexible type

III collagen fibrils can suppress primary murine breast

tumor growth and metastasis and improve the clinical

outcome in breast cancer patients [57].

High deposition of HA in the TME of many tumors

regulates tumor progression by modulating hydration

and osmotic balance in the TME [58–60]. An increase

in the hydraulic resistance in TME, related to the

secretion of HA linking water, develops a larger FA

complex at the leading edge of the cell and promotes

the development of a thicker actomyosin cortex and

longer actin filaments [61]. When cancer cells invade

interfiber spaces, they find resistance, which contrasts

their penetration. However, cancer cells can sense the

increased hydraulic pressure and switch their migration

behavior (plasticity) by developing an alternative

mechanism via water permeation, including the uptake

and discharge of water [61].

Thanks to its hygroscopic properties, HA improves

viscoelasticity and lubrication in connective tissues.

Overexpressing of the HA receptor (CD44) on mesen-

chymal stem cell membranes improves their homing

potential towards the inflammatory site [62]. Mela-

noma cells penetrating trails along muscle or collagen

fibers must squeeze through small pores or channels

[63]. Cancer cells develop a protective pericellular HA

coating, which could mechanically help cancer cell

invasion by reducing friction with TME components

[64]. HA is a marker indicating poor prognosis in can-

cer patients as it increases cancer cell growth and

motility and acts as a biological barrier to drug deliv-

ery in solid tumors [65]. Increased HA contributes to

the fluidity of the ECM. Viscoelastic properties of

ECM guide tissue proliferation in space and time;

changes in viscosity in TME regulate invasive cytoplas-

mic protrusions and infiltrative aggressiveness in glio-

blastoma, breast, and liver cancers [66–68]. Hence, the

role of fluid mechanics and the transduction of fluid

mechanical signals in tumors and TME will become

crucial in cancer research.

Also, some PGs regulate cancer progression by play-

ing mechanical roles in the ECM of solid tumors. Both

decorin and lumican are potential anti-tumor thera-

peutic molecules in melanoma and breast or pancreatic

cancer. Decorin, lumican, and biglycan bind to type I

collagen fibrils. Biglycan inhibits cancer cell prolifera-

tion and extends long-term survival in pancreatic or

bladder cancer patients [69,70]. Decorin inhibits colla-

gen fibrillogenesis, whereas lumican controls the size

of fibrils [71]. These PGs might contribute to compact-

ing fibrils into dense fibers that arranged parallel to

the tumor surface, oppose cancer cell invasion.

Conclusions

Every human or other mammal species holds genetically

printed ECM macromolecular networks, contributing

to the uniqueness of everyone. ECMs form the bioscaf-

folds of our body and adapt to the environmental vari-

ables influencing growth and the final adult body shape

in mammals. ECMs regulate our lives by controlling the

diffusion of infections and inflammations, sensing and

adapting to external stimuli and gravity from the sur-

rounding habitat, and in the case of cancer, interplaying
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with cancer cells and regulating tumor invasion and

drug resistance. The biomechanical properties of ECM

are negatively affected by aging, but the successful

applications of new ECM medical devices as well as

genetic therapeutic procedures will allow us to modify

the altered ECMs to control many diseases and cancers

or attenuate aging decline in the near future.
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